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You can multitask, but you can’t multi-focus.  

Instead, prioritize the most important tasks each day. 

Don’t try to do 10 things at once because you’re  

just going to drop the balls.

Actively strive to:
• Focus on one thing at a time
• Give 100% effort
• Get things completed
• Focus on the things that matter
• Quit trying to multitask

Tips for MLO Professional Development

Want to Make a Sale Today? 

Stop Multitasking.
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 How does your mortgage team approach 

 their workday? Live by the new adage.  
 The new adage is always knowing your    

 marketplace and fine-tuning how you sell 

and interact to make sure that you’re in-line with the marketplace. When you do that you win big. 

Be ready to react and pivot sales approaches to help maximize success!

Don't Do What You've Always Done
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Mortgage loan officers shouldn’t fall into the trap

of letting the market dictate the sales process.

Great value, great benefits and great

relationships win your business.

Low Rates Don't Win You Business
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Customers love good listeners! The more you  

and your mortgage team learn to pause and  

let customers talk, the more they will share  

specific needs you can then help them with.  

You’ll realize that people reveal their needs in layers.  

Home buying is an incredibly emotional process, and if you honor it, you and your team members  

will build more and better relationships with your borrowers. By slowing down and becoming  

a better listener, you’re in fact becoming a better communicator – which will help you in every aspect of

business and life.

Listening: The Foundation of 

Good Communication
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 “How do we improve production?” is simply 

 the wrong question for your mortgage team. 

 Why? Because improvement is relative!  

 Top producing mortgage teams don’t focus

on nominal gains when measuring performance, they focus on gains in light of potential. By identifying

your mortgage team members’ actual potential and focusing on that – you can and will achieve numbers

far beyond the improvement metric you’re likely benchmarking against right now. Your mortgage team

has the capacity to be GREAT, help them be just that and nothing less.

Improvements is the Wrong Metric
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It’s not what happens to us in rejection that matters,  

it’s what happens in us with rejection that matters.  

By asking the right questions, we can reveal the  

why behind a rejection and identify exactly what  

is keeping the sales process from moving forward.  

How you deal with it in the moment can be the key to  

breaking through to new heights of success in life and business.

Learn to Love Rejection

from A Mortgage Sales Expert
7 KEY LESSONS
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 Do you and your mortgage team know how to   

 play to your strengths? Dale Vermillion's favorite 

 baseball player of all time, San Diego Padres  

 legend Tony Gwynn, never would have made a

name for himself had he not played to his key strength: hitting! Learn from his example and have your

team play to their strengths every single day so they can get customers where they need to be on a

mortgage. If you’re an emotional creative, build those incredible relationships with your borrowers first.  

If you’re a logical analytic, build those great knowledge and information components first. Then, with the

end goal of helping your customers get to where they need to be on a mortgage, fill in the gaps!  

Home runs for everyone!

Do You Play to Your Strengths?

The All-in-One Resource MLOs Rely on and Trust. 
Mortgage HQ includes daily one-minute videos from Dale Vermillion, one of the foremost leaders in the

mortgage industry. Topics include daily market updates, sales tips and motivational videos to keep  

MLOs excelling in their business. 

Interested in Mortgage HQ for Yourself?
To see a demo that will give you access to valuable training topics like these and more, visit

OnCourseLearning.com/Mortgage.Mortgage-HQ-subscription.

Interested in Mortgage HQ for your whole mortgage team? Visit OncourseLearning.com/Mortgage-H-Q. 

Daily sales advice and motivational tips for MLOs

Searchable knowledge center of frequently asked questions

Includes 100+ professional development courses 

https://www.oncourselearning.com/mortgage/mortgage-hq-subscription
https://b.oncourselearning.com/mortgage-training/
https://www.oncourselearning.com/resource/7-key-lessons-from-a-mortgage-sales-expert/
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